Long short-term memory recurrent neural networks (LSTM-RNNs) have been applied to various speech applications including acoustic modeling for statistical parametric speech synthesis. One of the concerns for applying them to text-to-speech applications is its effect on latency. To address this concern, this paper proposes a low-latency, streaming speech synthesis architecture using unidirectional LSTMRNNs with a recurrent output layer. The use of unidirectional RNN architecture allows frame-synchronous streaming inference of output acoustic features given input linguistic features. The recurrent output layer further encourages smooth transition between acoustic features at consecutive frames. Experimental results in subjective listening tests show that the proposed architecture can synthesize natural sounding speech without requiring utterance-level batch processing.
INTRODUCTION
Statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) [1] offers various advantages over concatenative speech synthesis [2] . However, the naturalness of the synthesized speech from SPSS is still not as good as that of the best samples from concatenative speech synthesizers. One of the major factors that degrades the naturalness is the accuracy of acoustic modeling [1] .
Introduction of the deep neural network (DNN) [3] , which is a feed-forward artificial neural network with many hidden layers, has opened a new research direction for acoustic modeling in SPSS [4] [5] [6] [7] . A number of linguistic features that affect speech, including phonetic, syllabic, and grammatical ones, have to be taken into account in acoustic modeling for SPSS to produce natural sounding synthesized speech. A typical system uses around 50 different types of linguistic features [8] . Effective modeling of these complex context dependencies is one of the most critical problems [9] . In the DNN-based SPSS, a DNN is trained to learn a mapping function from linguistic features (inputs) to acoustic features (outputs) [4] . DNN-based acoustic models offer an efficient and distributed representation of complex dependencies between linguistic and acoustic features [10] and have shown the potential to produce natural sounding synthesized speech [4, 7] . The DNN-based SPSS was further extended to predict full conditional distribution of acoustic features rather than predicting only conditional mean values using mixture density output layer [11] .
One limitation of the feed-forward DNN-based acoustic modeling is that the sequential nature of speech is ignored. Although certainly there are correlations between consecutive frames in speech data, the DNN-based approach assumes that each frame is sampled independently. Although this problem can be relaxed by smoothing predicted acoustic features using the speech parameter generation algorithm [12, 13] , which utilizes dynamic features as constraints to generate smooth trajectories, it is desirable to incorporate the sequential nature of speech data to the acoustic model itself. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [14] provides an elegant way to model speech-like sequential data that embodies correlations between neighbouring frames. It can use all the available input features to predict output features at each frame [15] . Tuerk and Ronbinson [16] and Karaani et al. [17] applied standard RNNs to speech synthesis, whereas long short-term memory RNNs (LSTMRNNs) [18] , which can capture long-term dependencies, were recently applied to acoustic modeling for SPSS [19] [20] [21] ; Fan et al. and Fernandez et al. applied deep bidirectional LSTM-RNNs, which can access input features at both past and future frames, to acoustic modeling for SPSS and reported improved naturalness [19, 22] . Fan et al. also claimed that deep bidirectional LSTM-RNNs can generate smooth speech parameter trajectories thus no smoothing step was required, whereas Zen et al. reported that having the smoothing step was still helpful with unidirectional LSTM-RNNs [20, 21] .
Many text-to-speech (TTS) applications require low-latency speech synthesis. Since it is not straightforward to perform lowlatency speech synthesis in SPSS due to the utterance-level batch processing nature of the speech parameter generation algorithm [12] , three approaches have been proposed; 1. Use the time-recursive version of the speech parameter generation algorithm [12, 23] .
2. Use an acoustic model allowing streaming inference such as autoregressive hidden Markov models (AR-HMMs) [24] .
3. Split a sentence into sub-sentence-level blocks then perform synthesis at each block [25] .
To achieve low-latency speech synthesis with LSTM-RNNs, this paper proposes a streaming synthesis architecture using unidirectional LSTM-RNNs with a recurrent output layer. The proposed approach can be put in the second category; the unidirectional architecture allows streaming inference, and the recurrent output layer further encourages smooth transition between consecutive acoustic frames. Experimental results in subjective listening tests show that the proposed architecture can synthesize natural sounding speech without requiring utterance-level batch processing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
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... Fig. 1 . Overview of the proposed streaming synthesis architecture using unidirectional LSTM-RNNs with a recurrent output layer. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed speech synthesis architecture using unidirectional LSTM-RNNs with a recurrent output layer. Here, feature extraction, duration and acoustic feature prediction, and vocoding are executed in a streaming manner. The synthesis process can be outlined as follows: 1: Perform text analysis over input text 2: for i = 1, . . . , N do . Loop over phonemes 
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⌧ then stream result 9: end for 10: end for where N is the total number of phonemes in the input sentence, and ⇤ d and ⇤a are duration and acoustic LSTM-RNNs, respectively. x (i) andd (i) correspond to the phoneme-level linguistic feature vector and the predicted phoneme duration at the i-th phoneme.
⌧ are frame-level linguistic feature vector and the predicted acoustic feature vector at the ⌧ -th frame in the i-th phoneme, respectively. Note that the text analysis step is batch processing, whereas the remaining steps are streamed, as the first step is usually significantly faster than the remaining ones. The details of the LSTM-RNN and recurrent output layer are described in the next section.
LSTM-RNN
The LSTM-RNN architecture is designed to model temporal sequences and their long-term dependencies [18] . It has special units called memory blocks. The memory blocks contain memory cells with self-connections storing the temporal state of the network in addition to special multiplicative units called gates to control the flow of information. It has been successfully applied to various applications, such as speech recognition [26, 27] , handwriting recognition [28] , and speech synthesis [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Typically, feedback loops at hidden layers of an RNN are unidirectional; the input is processed from left to right, i.e. the flow of the information is only forward direction. To use both past and future inputs for prediction, Schuster proposed the bidirectional RNN architecture [15] . It has forward and backward feedback loops that flow the information in both directions. This architecture enables the network to predict outputs using inputs of entire sequence. The bidirectional version of LSTM-RNNs have been proposed [28] and applied to acoustic modeling for TTS [19, 22] .
However, as inference using bidirectional LSTM-RNNs involves the propagation of inputs over time in both forward and backward directions, bidirectional LSTM-RNNs inherently have large latency; to predict the first frame of a sequence, inputs for the last frame need to be propagated through the network over time. This prohibits using bidirectional LSTM-RNNs in commercial TTS services; if a user enter a very long text as input for TTS, its latency can be prohibitively large.
Unidirectional LSTM-RNNs do not have this issue as the forward propagation can be done in a frame-synchronous, streaming manner. They can still access future inputs by windowing, lookingahead, or delaying outputs with reasonable increase in the number of parameters. This paper investigates unidirectional LSTM-RNNs as the acoustic model for TTS.
Recurrent Output Layer
A single hidden-layer, forward-directional RNN 1 computes hidden activations {ht} T t=1 and output features {yt} T t=1 given input features {xt} T t=1 by iterating the following recursion.
where h0 = 0, W hx , W yh , and W hh correspond to the weight matrices for input/hidden connection, hidden/output connection, and feedback loop at the hidden layer. b h and by are the bias vectors for the hidden and output layers, respectively, and f (·) and (·) are the activation functions for the hidden and output layers, respectively. The feed-back mechanism in Eq. (1) -i.e. activations at the previous time step being fed back into the network along with the inputs, allows the network to propagate information across frames (time) and learn sequences.
The recurrent output layer is a simple extension of the conventional RNN; use recurrent connection at the output layer as well. Equation (2) is extended to have recurrent term as
where Wyy is the weight matrix for the recurrent connection at the output layer. The recurrent connection at the output layer can be viewed as a trainable time-invariant smoother for output features. It encourages smooth transitions between consecutive frames.
EXPERIMENTS

Experimental Conditions
Speech data in US English from a female professional speaker was used for the experiments. The training and development data sets consisted of 34 632 and 100 utterances, respectively. A set of speaker-dependent duration and acoustic feed-forward DNNs and unidirectional LSTM-RNNs were trained from the data. From the speech data and its associated transcriptions, phonetic alignments were automatically generated using an HMM-based aligner, which was trained in a bootstrap manner. Phoneme-level linguistic features for the DNNs and the LSTM-RNNs included 445 and 291 linguistic contexts 2 (e.g. phoneme identities, stress marks, the number of syllables in a word, position of the current syllable in a phrase), respectively. Then phoneme-level linguistic features, 3 numerical features for coarse-coded position of the current frame in the current phoneme, and 1 numerical feature for duration of the current segment were used to form frame-level linguistic features.
The speech analysis conditions were similar to those used for the Nitech-HTS 2005 [29] system. The speech data was downsampled from 48 kHz to 16 kHz, then 40 mel-cepstral coefficients [30] , logarithmic fundamental frequency (log F0) values, and 5-band aperiodicities (0-1, 1-2, 2-4, 4-6, 6-8 kHz) [29] were extracted every 5 ms. The output features of the duration DNNs and LSTM-RNNs were phoneme-level durations. The output features of the acoustic DNNs and LSTM-RNNs were acoustic features consisting of 40 mel-cepstral coefficients, log F0 value, and band 5 aperiodicity. To model log F0 sequences, the continuous F0 with explicit voicing modeling approach [31] was used; voiced/unvoiced binary value was added to the output features and log F0 values in unvoiced frames were interpolated. To evaluate the effect of the speech parameter generation algorithm-based smoothing, DNNs and LSTM-RNNs were trained with and without dynamic features in their acoustic features.
Both the input and output features were normalized in advance; the input features were normalized to have zero-mean unit-variance, whereas the output features were normalized to be within 0.01-0.99 based on their minimum and maximum values in the training data. The architecture of the DNNs was 4 hidden-layer, 1024 units per layer, with the rectified linear activation function (ReLU) [32] at their hidden layers. The architecture of the LSTM-RNNs was 1 forward-directed hidden LSTM layer with 256 memory blocks. A linear activation function was used in the output layer for the DNNs and LSTM-RNNs, i.e., (x) = x. Both feed-forward (Eq. (2)) and recurrent (Eq. (3)) architectures were investigated for the output layer of the acoustic LSTM-RNNs. The feed-forward architecture was used for the output layers of the duration LSTM-RNNs as output feature-level continuity is not required for durations.
To reduce the training time and impact of having many silence frames, 80% of silence frames were removed from the training data. 3 Durations of the beginning and ending silences were excluded from the training data for the duration DNNs and LSTM-RNNs. The 2 The input features for the DNNs included past and future 2 contexts at phoneme, syllable, word, and phrase levels. Those for the LSTM-RNNs included only future 2 contexts at these levels, as the unidirectional LSTMRNNs can access the past contexts through their recurrent connections. 3 A preliminary experiment showed that removing silence frames had no negative impact in training LSTM-RNNs.
weights of the LSTM-RNNs were initialized randomly (no pretraining was performed), whereas those of the DNNs were initialized using the layer-wise back-propagation (BP) pre-training [33] . Then they were updated to minimize the mean squared error between the target and predicted output features. A GPU implementation of a mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD)-based BP algorithm with AdaDec-based learning rate scheduling [34] and momentum term [35] was used. For training the LSTM-RNNs, a distributed CPU implementation of mini-batch ASGD-based truncated back propagation through time (BPTT) [36] algorithm was used [27] . Training was continued until the mean squared error over the development set converged. Training the DNNs and LSTM-RNNs took approximately a half day and a day, respectively.
At the synthesis stage, durations and acoustic features were predicted from linguistic features using the trained networks. If the acoustic features included dynamic features, entire utterance-level, batch-processing version of the speech parameter generation algorithm (case 1 in [12] ) was used to generate smooth acoustic feature trajectories. 4 Here, the per-dimension variances computed from all training data were used with the speech parameter generation algorithm. Otherwise, the predicted acoustic features were used directly in the later vocoding step. Spectral enhancement based on postfiltering in the cepstral domain [39] was applied to improve the naturalness of the synthesized speech. From the acoustic features, speech waveforms were synthesized using the Vocaine vocoder [40] .
To subjectively evaluate the performance of the systems, preference and mean opinion score (MOS) tests were also conducted. 100 utterances not included in the training data were used for evaluation. One subject could evaluate a maximum of 30 pairs in the preference test and 30 stimuli in the MOS test. Each pair was evaluated by five subjects in the preference test, whereas each stimulus was evaluated by seven subjects in the MOS test. The subjects used headphones. In the preference tests, after listening to each pair of samples, the subjects were asked to choose their preferred one, whereas they could choose "neutral" if they did not have any preference. In the MOS tests, after listening to a stimulus, the subjects were asked to rate the naturalness of the stimulus in a 5-scale score (1: Bad, 2: Poor, 3: Fair, 4: Good, 5: Excellent). Table 1 shows the preference test results. The following trends and analysis can be seen and derived from the results:
Experimental Results
1. Smoothing over frames was essential for DNNs (row 1).
! Discontinuity due to frame-wise mapping.
2. LSTM-RNNs produced significantly better speech than DNNs (rows 2-3). ! Recurrent architecture helps.
3. Smoothing over frames was still helpful for LSTM-RNNs though it was less significant compared with the DNN (rows 1, 4 & 7). ! Recurrent architecture at hidden layer is not enough.
4. Two smoothing approaches (dynamic features or recurrent output layer) gave similar naturalness (row 6). ! Smoothing by dynamic features, which requires an utterance-level batch processing, can be replaced by the recurrent output layer, which allows streaming processing. The experimental results here indicate that smoothing was still necessary for unidirectional LSTM-RNNs, though it could be done in a streaming manner using the recurrent output layer rather than dynamic feature-based approach. Table 2 shows the MOS test results. The proposed unidirectional LSTM-RNNs with a recurrent output layer achieved 3.723 in 5-scale MOS. It can be also be seen from the table that LSTM-RNNs offer more efficient acoustic modeling than feed-forward DNNs.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a streaming speech synthesis architecture using unidirectional LSTM-RNNs with a recurrent output layer. The use of unidirectional rather than bidirectional ones allows a fully streaming architecture and low-latency speech synthesis. The recurrent output layer encourages smooth transitions between consecutive frames. Experimental results in subjective preference and MOS listening tests confirmed that the proposed architecture could synthesize natural sounding speech and allowed us to remove the speech parameter generation step from the synthesis pipeline.
Future work includes evaluations of the proposed architecture on mobile devices, comparing the unidirectional and bidirectional LSTM-RNNs for TTS, and combining LSTM-RNNs with mixture density output layer. Evaluating bidirectional LSTM-RNNs with dynamic features and recurrent output layer is also necessary.
